Textured Matt Finish
Polished Finish – Matt, Satin or Gloss
The classic textured finish is a smoothly rippled matt effect creating using a thick
coating of self colour gel, to the same exacting specification as Lloyds approved
marine grade materials used in boat building. This is our longest lasting,
commercial grade finish, highly resistant to casual damage and stuffed full of UV
filters. It’s corrosion resistance is legendary, designed to survive long years in
close contact with sea water. This finish will remain unchanging in the harshest
of environments for many years. While the colour range is less varied than wet
paint, we can still match all the usual RAL & BS colours plus a good deal of the
more common commercial paint colours. Send us an original and we will usually
be able to achieve a very close match.

With a full, professional bodyshop, we are able to offer almost any colour and
finish of paint either on the market today, or even going back 50 plus years, from
just about any UK manufacturer.
We can match to almost anything given a physical sample and offer full gloss,
satin and matt coatings as standard options.
RAL, BS and Pantone colours are all available ready matched along with all your
favourite specialist paint colours. We have everything mix using computer
controlled machinery to ensure you get the exact colour required.
The paint itself is quite simply the highest quality, longest lasting and most
weather resistant on the market, and like our products, 100% made in the UK.
When coated, flat fibreglass has the exact appearance of powder coated steel
but with none of the weight, cost, and in steels case, rusting issues that come
with this material, which in our long experience is one of the worst materials
available if you want a long lasting, good looking, maintenance free, product.

Polished Planters are perfectly smooth without any Texture
MATT - These paint finishes deliver a smooth, subtle look and show little to no
sheen as Matt paints absorb light.

SATIN - A Satin finish reflects more light than Matt and less than Gloss. You
will get a slight sheen but not a Full high Gloss shine. A great inbetween that
easier to keep clean.

Gloss - These paint finishes reflect the most light, providing a bright high Gloss
deep sheen. Great for adding reflections to a space.

